BMW Roadside Assistance.

When it counts:
WE ARE ALWAYS BY YOUR SIDE.
www.bmw.nsc

Sheer
Driving Pleasure

Free of charge on a XXX landline of XXX telecommunications provider.
Max. EUR X.XX from a mobile phone.

0800 1234 8765

BMW Service

@ NSC:
bit te QR
Code
erstellen.

Any questions? See www.bmw.nsc/valueservice for
further offers and more information or contact participating BMW Service Partners.

BMW Service
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*This price only applies to BMW 3 Series Sedan and Touring (E90/91, model year 2004–2009) 4-, 6-cylinder petrol and diesel engines. The prices stated are all-inclusive prices (incl. VAT, wages and parts). Subject to misprint,
error and alterations. Reprint even in extracts only with written permission of BMW AG, Munich, UA-24, 06/2014. ©
BMW AG, Munich.
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You stay calm –
we'll take care of the rest.

BMW Roadside Assistance.

BMW is reliably at your service at all times – and that of course applies even
when an unforeseen situation arises. With the BMW Roadside Assistance
number you always get fast and comprehensive support at all times, 365
days a year, whatever the circumstances.

You can remain completely calm and enjoy maximum peace of mind and
mobility. Your BMW is in the very best hands with our experts. A certified
BMW Service Workshop will restore your BMW to its original condition –
a definite bonus in terms of value retention and lifetime.

When you call us, we take care of absolutely everything that needs to be
done in the event of a breakdown or accident. Even over the phone we can
provide you with important information and if necessary initiate further steps.

BMW Roadside Assistance provides professional and expert support in
consistent BMW quality: starting with your phone call right through to your
onward trip in an intact automobile.

Just the support you need – at all times.

BMW Roadside Assistance: the most important points at a glance.
BMW Breakdown Assistance

BMW Accident Assistance

Problems solved on the phone.

Clear instructions are provided as to
what to do at the scene of the accident.

Breakdown assistance sent out locally.

A tow-away service is organised.

A tow-away service is organised.

Contact with the nearest BMW Service
Partner.

Contact with the nearest
BMW Partner.

Initial contact with your insurance and
handling of all formalities.

A replacement vehicle is organised.

A replacement vehicle is organised.

Advice on alternative travel options.

Advice on alternative travel options.

Cost coverage through the
BMW Mobility Program.

Breakdown Assistance
Artwork.
The BMW Service Mobile:

You stay calm – we'll take
care of the rest.
BMW Breakdown Assistance.

BMW is reliably at your service at all times – and that of course applies even
when an unforeseen situation arises. With the BMW Breakdown Assistance
number you always get fast and comprehensive support at all times, 365
days a year, whatever the circumstances.
When you call us, we take care of absolutely everything that needs to be
done in the event of a breakdown. Even over the phone we can provide you
with important information and if necessary initiate further steps.
You can remain completely calm and enjoy maximum peace of mind and
mobility. Your BMW is in the very best hands with our experts. A certified
BMW Service Workshop will restore your BMW to its original condition –
a definite bonus in terms of value retention and lifetime.
BMW Breakdown Assistance provides professional and expert support in
consistent BMW quality: starting with your phone call right through to your
onward trip in an intact automobile.

Help which arrives
as if on cue.
BMW Breakdown Assistance.

You‘ve had a breakdown and you‘ve contacted BMW Breakdown Assistance? If so, you can now relax. From now on we take care of everything
to ensure you can continue your journey as quickly as possible.
Problems solved
on the phone.

A replacement vehicle
is organised.

Breakdown assistance
sent out locally.

Advice on alternative
travel options.

A tow-away service
is organised.

Cost coverage through
the BMW Mobility
Program.

Contact with the nearest
BMW Partner.

Artwork. Breakdown
assistance with
BMW SERVICE MOBILE
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